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Theory of magnetic-field enhancement of surface-field terahertz emission
M. B. Johnston,a) D. M. Whittaker, A. Corchia, A. G. Davies, and E. H. Linfield
Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HE, United Kingdom

~Received 12 June 2001; accepted for publication 14 November 2001!

We present a theoretical treatment of surface–field THz generation in semiconductors, which
explains the power enhancement observed when a magnetic field is applied. Our model consists of
two parts: a Monte Carlo simulation of the dynamics of carriers generated by a subpicosecond
optical pulse, and a calculation of the resulting THz radiation emitted through the semiconductor
surface. The magnetic field deflects the motion of the carriers, producing a component of the THz
dipole parallel to the surface. This causes the power transmitted through the surface to be increased
by more than one order of magnitude. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The generation of terahertz~THz! radiation is important
for the study of hot carrier dynamics1 and collective
processes2 in semiconductors. However, emerging applic
tions of coherent THz radiation spectroscopy3,4 and imaging5

are at present limited by the lack of compact, high pow
THz emitters. Research into the development of hig
power semiconductor THz emitters is thus of considera
practical significance.

Surface–field THz generation occurs when a semic
ductor is illuminated by a subpicosecond laser pulse w
photon energy greater than the semiconductor band g6

The electric field within the surface depletion region acc
erates electrons and holes in opposite directions.7 The result-
ing charge separation, which occurs on a picosecond tim
cale, forms a dipole that emits a coherent THz transient.

Over the last 3 years, several groups have observe
large magnetic field induced enhancement in surface–fi
THz emission from a variety of semiconducting materi
~GaAs, InAs, InP, GaSb and InSb!.8–12 Until now, no con-
vincing theoretical explanation of this enhancement eff
has been proposed. Some authors8,9 have suggested that th
power enhancement is due to the additional charge acce
tion produced by the Lorentz force. However, Meine
et al.13 have presented a theoretical treatment of emiss
from GaAs in crossed electric and magnetic fields, wh
does not predict a significant increase in the THz dip
strength.

Here we show, using a semiclassical Monte Carlo mo
that the main effect of the Lorentz force is to reorientate
THz dipole with respect to the surface of the semiconduc
with little change to the dipole strength. The observed
crease in emitted THz power is due to the increased tra
mission of THz radiation through the surface of the semic
ductor in the new dipole orientation. This effect can
understood in terms of the Fresnel refraction theory.
show the reorientation of the THz dipole can result in
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over 1 order of magnitude increase in the coupling of rad
tion out of the semiconductor.

Very recently Shanet al.14 have presented a similar ex
planation of the importance of the dielectric interface in t
magnetic field enhancement mechanism. They describe
carrier dynamics as cyclotron motion with a phenomenolo
cal damping term. Hence their theory does not reproduce
experimental magnetic field dependence and saturation
THz power, which is explained by our Monte Carlo trea
ment. Heymanet al.15 have also discussed magnetic fie
enhancement of THz emission form GaAs and InAs, b
without including the effect of the dielectric interface, whic
we show to be critical.

The particular sample we discuss, both theoretically a
experimentally, is ann-doped (231015 cm23) piece of
GaAs, illuminated with a 150 fs full width half maximum,
nJ pulse of 1.6 eV photons focused to a 0.5 mm diam s
The lattice temperature is set to 200 K. The magnetic field
applied at an angle of 45° to the surface, as shown in
inset to Fig. 1. In the experiments, transverse electric~TE!
and transverse magnetic~TM! polarized THz emission are
measured in the direction of the magnetic field, for fiel
ranging from 0 to 8 T. More experimental details are given
Ref. 9.

THE MODEL

In order to describe the carrier dynamics following t
absorption of the optical pulse, we have developed a th
dimensional semiclassical Monte Carlo simulation.16 Briefly,
the model follows the trajectories of an ensemble of el
trons and holes over a series of short time steps. The in
carrier distribution is created randomly according to the
sorption profile of the subpicosecond optical pulse. The c
rier motion is then calculated, over time steps much less t
the scattering time, using the solutions of

r̈ i~ t !5
qi

mi*
@E~r i ,t !1 ṙ i~ t !3B#, ~1!

wherer i(t) is the position of the carrier, with chargeqi and
effective massmi* , in an electric fieldE(r i ,t) and applied
il:
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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magnetic fieldB. In each small time interval all fields ar
assumed to be constant.E(r i) is obtained from the three
dimensional electric potential, calculated by solving Po
son’s equation using the charge distribution from the pre
ous time interval.

After every time step, each carrier velocity is updat
randomly according to the scattering probability and angu
distribution calculated for its local environment. The scatt
ing mechanisms included in the model are longitudin
optical ~LO! phonon, impurity and electron–hole scatterin
However, for the relatively low excitation densities cons
ered here, LO phonon and impurity scattering are found
dominate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1, we show the results of our simulation for 0 a
8 T applied magnetic fields. The plotted quantities are
components of the time derivative of the ensemble aver
current,]J/]t5( iqi r̈ i . This acts as the source term in Ma
well’s equations for our calculation of the THz emission.
the absence of any magnetic field there are nox or y com-
ponents of the average current, because the system has
tional symmetry about thez axis. Hence, a simple linear TH
dipole is formed in thez direction. The magnetic field rotate
the dipole, producingx andy components of similar magni
tude to thez component. An increase in the total dipo
strength of approximately 15% is observed. On its own, t
would increase the THz power by approximately 30%, s
nificantly less than the 1 order of magnitude enhancem
observed experimentally.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that, atB58 T, the THz dipole
becomes elliptically polarized: thex, y and z components

FIG. 1. Time derivatives of the components of the simulated average
rent, with magnetic fields of 0 T~dashed lines! and 8 T~solid lines!. The
inset shows the sample and field geometry. The dotted curve in the bo
panel gives the temporal profile of the laser pulse.
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cross zero at different times. This is a consequence of
cyclotron motion, which tends to produce a circularly pola
ized dipole. At high fields, when the cyclotron frequen
differs significantly from the plasmon frequency, so magn
toplasmon effects are not important, the motion of the cha
distribution can be separated into distinct plasmon and
clotron parts. Thus the rotated dipole at high fields can
considered as a combination of linearly polarized plasm
and circularly polarized cyclotron contributions.

We now calculate how the THz radiation emitted by t
dipole is transmitted through the semiconductor surface,
show that the enhanced power recorded in the experimen
a result of a dramatic increase in transmission when the
pole is rotated. The calculation is straightforward: the TE a
TM fields inside the semiconductor are obtained fromJ(t),
and the external fields computed using the Fresnel trans
sion coefficients for the two polarizations. We consider h
detection directions in thex–z plane, defined by the mag
netic field and the surface normal, since this includes
direction of our experimental measurements. For detectio
an angleue from the surface normal, the external fields a

ETE~ue ,t !}
2 sinue cosu i

sin~ue1u i !
F]Jy

]t G ,
~2!

ETM~ue ,t !}
4 sinue cosu i

sin 2ue1sin 2u i
F]Jz

]t
sinu i2

]Jx

]t
cosu i G ,

whereu i is the corresponding internal angle, given by Sne
law, ne sinue5ni sinui , with ne , ni the external and interna
refractive indices. In these expressions, the prefactors are
Fresnel coefficients and the terms in@ . . . # are proportional
to the internal fields emitted by the dipole. For this analy
we assume that the THz dipole is a point source.

The emitted power is obtained from Eqs.~2! by calcu-
lating the time integrals ofuE(t)u2. To obtain the correct flux,

r-

m

FIG. 2. Calculated THz radiation patterns above the semiconductor sur
~a! in the absence of dielectric contrast (ne5ni53.5), and~b! with dielec-
tric contrast (ne51.0, ni53.5). The TE and TM patterns are plotted sep
rately, for magnetic fields of 0 and 8 T. The solid line at 45° from t
semiconductor surface shows the measurement direction used in our ex
ments. Plot~b! has been scaled up by a factor of 2 with respect to~a!.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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we also scale by a factor (ne cosue)/(ni cosui), which ac-
counts for the differences in the propagation speeds and s
angle elements in the internal and external media.

In Fig. 2, we show polar radiation plots of the angu
distribution of emitted power, corresponding to the simula
data of Fig. 1. Figure 2~a! shows the power that would b
emitted if there were no dielectric boundary at the surfa
(ne5ni53.5). In the absence of magnetic field, the char
teristic ‘‘bow-tie’’ pattern of a linear dipole emitter is see
and the radiation is completely TM polarized. At a magne
field of 8 T the TM emission pattern rotates toward the m
netic field direction, and a TE component appears, as a re
of the cyclotron motion. The total THz power emitted in th
magnetic field direction is only enhanced by a small amou
;50%.

Figure 2~b! shows the real situation with the THz sour
radiating below the surface of GaAs (ni53.5) into air (ne

51.0). At 0 T there is strong suppression of the TM pol
ized bow-tie dipole pattern. This can be readily understo
as an effect of refraction: the maximum internal angle, c
responding toue590°, is less than 17° so only the sma
fraction of power emitted close to the dipole axis can p
through the surface. For the 8 T magnetic field, the TM p
larized radiation pattern is distorted by the dielectric bou
ary, but the overall strength, with allowance for the factor
2 scaling between~a! and~b!, is quite comparable to the cas
without dielectric contrast. Thus the magnetic field enhan
ment can be seen to be in reality a reduction of the supp
sion of the emission from thez polarized dipole.

In Fig. 3~a! we plot, as a function of magnetic field, th
TE and TM polarized THz power along the direction paral
to the field, indicated by the 45° lines in Fig. 2. For com
parison, the experimentally measured THz power is show
Fig. 3~b!. There is good agreement between the forms of
theoretical and experimental curves. In both theory and

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of THz power emitted at 45° from
surface of photoexcited GaAs.~a! Shows the power calculated using sim
lation data and~b! the experimentally measured results. The solid a
dashed lines represent the TM and TE power components, respectivel
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periment, a peak is observed in the TE polarized power
T, which confirms that our Monte Carlo calculation correc
reproduces the experimental dipole rotation.

The theory predicts a TM power enhancement of; ten-
fold, and a total enhancement~TE 1 TM! of ;15-fold. The
corresponding experimental enhancements are;20 and 30
times. The calculated peak TE power, relative to the TM, i
factor of;2 smaller than the experimental value. Given t
complexities of simulating the carrier dynamics, we rega
this as fairly good agreement, but the differences suggest
the theory underestimates the cyclotron contribution to
dipole. This may be explained by inherent inaccuracies
our semiclassical treatment, particularly for the scatter
processes, or by uncertainties in the experimental excita
conditions.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our Monte Carlo simulations demonstra
that a magnetic field has little effect on the magnitude of
THz dipole of the carrier motion, but it produces a lar
rotation of the dipole away from the surface normal dire
tion. We have shown that the radiation of THz is significan
affected by the dielectric contrast between semicondu
and air, with external emission strongly suppressed for a
pole normal to the surface. The experimental order of m
nitude power enhancement is thus found to be a consequ
of the reorientation of the dipole relative to the surface.
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